
Discover the keys to a healthy, comfortable and efficient home.

A certified ecoSelect™ home is designed and built to be healthy, comfortable and efficient through a combination of green building strategies, water conservation features and performance testing.

In addition, a certified ecoSelect™ home is inspected and energy rated by a certified third party organization, giving you clear expectations of what your utility bill will be before ever stepping foot in your new home.

For more information, visit ecoSelect™ online at buildecoSelect.com

---

**Performance Label**

- **Address**
- **Assessment Date**
- **House Size**
- **Estimated Monthly Energy Costs**
  - $68
  - Heating and cooling costs only
- **HERS Index**
  - 72

**This Home Features:**

- Third-party inspections and performance testing
- High efficiency heating & cooling systems
- Energy efficient lighting and fixtures
- Programmable thermostats
- EP A WaterSense® fixtures
- Low-E windows
- Radiant barrier

After completing the certification process, your home receives an ecoSelect™

- **Performance Label** and rating report
- Information on energy costs, efficiency features and the HERS rating:
  1. Home address
  2. Final assessment date
  3. Conditioned square footage
  4. Energy efficiency features
  5. Individual ecoselect™ Rating ID number
  6. Average estimated monthly heating and cooling costs
  7. The HERS (Home Energy Rating System) Index

For more information, visit: resnet.us/hers-index

---

**Quality Assured**

- Inspected and verified by a third party to verify program compliance

**High Performance Building Envelope**

- Help keep heat in during the winter and out during the summer

**Programmable Thermostats**

- Allow for better control of the indoor environment of your home

**High Performance HVAC**

- Properly installed HVAC systems use less energy, run quieter, and help reduce indoor humidity and increase comfort

**Advanced Air Sealing**

- Increases home performance and improves comfort and health by eliminating unwanted drafts

**Water Efficiency**

- By using high efficiency WaterSense® labeled water fixtures that decrease water use and increase savings on water bills

**Energy Efficient Lighting**

- Offers savings by using less energy and lasting longer than conventional light-bulbs

For additional information and program details, please visit: www.buildecoSelect.com